The Easy Disney Fake Book - 100 Songs In The Key Of C
Synopsis

(Easy Fake Book). This collection features 100 beloved Disney songs that even beginning-level musicians can play! With simplified harmonies and melodies, and all songs in the key of C, the songbook is perfect for kids. Includes: The Bare Necessities * Breaking Free * Chim Chim Cher-ee * A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes * Friend like Me * Go the Distance * Hakuna Matata * Heigh-Ho * I’m Late * Kiss the Girl * Look Through My Eyes * Part of Your World * R-E-S-C-U-E Rescue Aid Society * Some Day My Prince Will Come * Toyland March * We’re All in This Together * When You Wish upon a Star * Winnie the Pooh * You’ve Got a Friend in Me * and dozens more.
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Customer Reviews

My kids LOVE this book, and so do I. My daughter plays the piano and enjoys trying out the Disney songs. My son and other daughter play the flute, and they can use the book as well. I play the accordion, and use it as well. The songs are very easy to read, and the chords that are suggested are practical, and easy as well. Fun book.

This series of books is excellent! They are fine for a beginner, intermediate, or advanced student. You can take the basic arrangements and add to them as much as you like. The "C" keys add to the simplicity give a beginner a sense of "wow I did that!" Keep up the good work. I recommended this to my Organ Master and He liked ALL of the books in the series. I really liked the selections in this book specifically.
Nice simple arrangements of dozens of Disney favorites. I teach piano to students between 7 - 15. If they learn their lesson, I let them pick a song to learn. They are generally able to find a couple they like.

This is a great book for improv piano players if you have children in your audiences occasionally. I can play requests easily that I've never heard or seen before. I'm a real fan of the "easy" series, good for experienced and beginning players alike.

Great selections. So good to use in order to make arrangements that are tailored to each students level. They really learn the structure of a chord and how to arrange chords in MANY ways in order to make appropriate arrangements. Keeps their interest up, they love practicing these songs.

Many songs are unknown. Like the Key, a few of the songs are good but not really for kids. The songs are mainly old Disney ones, or unpopular, my students only know a hand full, at best.

Good selection of songs! My students love this book. I am a piano teacher and teach chords to my students early in their training.

Great for start up and helps get into it by allowing you to get the tunes to Disney songs while not being overwhelming.
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